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Abstract

In this contribution, we aim at investigating the mechanism of biosensing in

graphene-based materials from first principles. Inspired by recent experiments, we

construct an atomistic model composed of a pyrene molecule serving as a linker frag-

ment, which is used in experiment to attach certain aptamers, and a defective zigzag

graphene nanoribbons (ZGNRs). Density functional theory including dispersive inter-

action is employed to study the energetics of the linker absorption on the defective

ZGNRs. Combining non-equilibrium Green's function and the Landauer formalism,

the total current-bias voltage dependence through the device is evaluated. Modifying

the distance between the linker molecule and the nanojunction plane reveals a quan-

titative change in the total current-bias voltage dependence, which correlates to the

experimental measurements. In order to illuminate the geometric origin of these vari-

ation observed in the considered systems, the local currents through the device are

investigated using the method originally introduced by Evers and co-workers. In our

new implementation, the numerical efficiency is improved by applying sparse matrix

storage and spectral filtering techniques, without compromising the resolution of the

local currents. Local current density maps qualitatively demonstrate the local varia-

tion of the interference between the linker molecule and the nanojunction plane.

1 | INTRODUCTION

The successful isolation of the graphene in 20041–4 has opened new

avenues for designing new generation of transistor materials.5–7 The

chemical nature of its π system leads an ultrahigh electron mobility,

which is one determining feature for potential utility in electronics. Yet,

the absence of band gap in graphene does not result in a controllable

on/off ratio, which is critical and essential for the utilization as transis-

tors. Different approaches have been investigated in order to modify

graphene's electronic properties and further improve its on/off ratio

upon application of a bias voltage. The creation of graphene

nanostructures with lateral quantum confinement (e.g., graphene dots

and nanoribbons) has been broadly explored to introduce a finite band

gap. Graphene nanomeshs, continuous 2D graphene nanostructures

with a high density of vacancies, have been created for this endeavor.

As a specific example, graphene antidots lattices (GALs), created by a

regular hexagonal perforation of a graphene sheet, is another effective

approach to modify the electronic properties of graphene, which have

been studied extensively both at experimental8–11 and theoretical

levels.12–16 A recent publication11 reported the successful synthesis of

such material. Apart from their exceptional mechanical strength and

flexibility, these materials are suggested to hold great promises for the

application as biosensors. By incorporating functional groups with spe-

cific chemical or biological recognition ability, defective GALs can be

used to detect various bio molecules, exploiting their tunable on/off

ratio when a bias voltage is applied. In the reported application, the
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HER2 protein is subject to a selective interaction with aptamers

attached to a linker fragment deposited on the GAL surface, which in

turn induced a change in the electrical signal. The significant increase in

the drain current (120 nA) after attachment to the aptamers thereby

allowed label-free detection of HER2 proteins. With the higher concen-

tration of the proteins, higher conductance is measured. It was also

observed that GALs exhibit a higher protein binding amount than that

of graphene, possibly due to the increased edge sites around the pores

and enlarged surface area. Additionally, the rich edge sites around the

defects may also facilitate the functionalization of specific receptors for

the creation of highly specific biosensors. These active-sites are poten-

tially affected by an external perturbation, such as the presence of a

linker binding selectively to a protein.17,18

Despite these experimental successes, the mechanism of bio detection

in such devices remains unclear. A potentially powerful tool in this

endeavor is the investigation of the transport properties combining local

current analysis of the device within non-equilibrium Green's function

(NEGF) framework.19–28 This yields complementary information about the

total amount of current as a function of the applied bias voltage and the

mechanism of charge transport through the device. In previous work,29

similar structures based on pristine and defective zigzag graphene

nanoribbons (ZGNR) have been investigated, where detailed information

about local current properties have been analyzed. It was found, that the

current preferentially flows laminarly along the defect edges, and that it fol-

lows a meandrous path between those defects. In this present work, we

aim at understanding the mechanism of biosensing in graphene-based

materials by applying this technique. We intend to investigate the varia-

tions of the current in defective ZGNRs upon the influence of a pyrene

molecule, which serves as a linker fragment. Scanning favorable absorption

site of the linker molecule around defect reveals the influence of the perfo-

rations of chosen nanosheets in comparison to pristine graphene sheet. By

varying the distance between the linker fragment and ZGNRs sheet, the

effect of the presence of the HER2 protein is simulated. The system is rep-

resented by a model Hamiltonian describing the nanojunction, parame-

trized from first principles using density functional theory (DFT) following a

procedure described in References 23, 27, 29–31. This first yields informa-

tion about favorable adsorption site of the linker on the defective ZGNRs

and the nature of their interaction. The current variations under different

conformations is revealed with NEGF formalism and Lander equation. The

local currents are computed in a real grid representation using a procedure

introduced by Evers and co-workers.19–21 To reduce the computational

demand associated with the large nanostructures used in this work, we

introduce two modifications to the previous scheme: a reduction of the

atomic orbitals basis and the derivatives in grid representations using sparse

matrix storage, and spectral filtering of the Green's function via reduced

singular value decomposition. This combination of techniques amounts to

significant numerical savings and leads to an efficient procedure to study

the local current maps in the linker-ZGNRs system.

The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, we summarize the

procedure to parametrize and construct the device Hamiltonian,

together with the description of the theory for computing the local

currents. Section 3 reports on the main findings of this work, from the

energetics of the adsorption to the total and local current information.

Section 4 presents a critical discussion of the results, which is followed

by a general conclusion in Section 5.

2 | THEORY

2.1 | Model construction

To study the transport properties of the linker-defective ZGNRs system,

we use a model system composed of a finite scattering region connected

with two semi-infinite leads as shown in Figure 1. It is noted that the

underlying difference between the model and the experimental setup is

their dimensional scales. A 2D GAL embedded between two graphene

electrodes is used in the biosensing experiment, whereas 1D nanojunction

model is used here. In our previous work,29 we have shown that the mech-

anistic information about electron transport can be well studied from the

local current properties in those 1D nanojunctions models. We therefore

postulate that the proposed 1D linker-defective ZGNR system is sufficient

to understand the experimentally measurable trends qualitatively. Following

the conventional notation, a ZGNR is characterized by the number of zig-

zag chains along the ribbon forming its width. Here, we have used 6ZGNR

to mimic the finite width of a graphene sheet. The defects are formed with

hexagonal carbon vacancies, and all dangling σ bonds around the defect

edge are saturated with hydrogen atoms. Throughout this work, all systems

of interest include two defects that are separated by two slice units, where

one unit is defined as two carbon atoms width along the ribbon. It is noted

that (quasi-) 1D structure are used as an approximation to the experimental

nanosheet and the width of the ZGNRs are chosen in a such way that no

disturbance in the local current density near the edge of the ZGNRs is

observed, due to the presence of the linker molecule. The spin restricted

solutions are chosen so that no edge effects of the ZGNRs are taken into

considerations. This is compatible with the experimental setup, where a 2D

graphene nanomesh with a high density of perforations is used and for

which spin polarization and edge effects play a negligible role.

The parameterized Hamiltonian of the complete system is speci-

fied by three Hamiltonian matrix blocks, Hscat, HL and HR, for the three

specified regions. The blocks are constructed by partitioning the total

Hamiltonian of the molecular structure in the basis of atomic orbitals

using Mulliken projectors, so that the influence of the complete sys-

tem on different regions is taken into account.31,32 The nanojunction

of interest (pink region in Figure 1) includes two defects separated by

two slice units. A buffer region composed of ZGNRs units surrounds

the defective ZGNRs scattering region. The buffer units serve to

reduce the numerical errors at the edges of the leads and of the scat-

tering region29,31 and the convergence of size of the buffer units are

already presented in our previous publication.29 The leads (purple

boxes in Figure 1) are connected on either sides of the buffer region.

A supplementary ZGNR slice unit saturated with hydrogen atoms is

used to close the molecular model on each side of the cluster, and

they are neglected in the parametrization of the system Hamiltonian.

The coupling between the lead units and the scattering region is

described by the off-diagonal blocks of the parametrized Hamiltonian.

The lead diagonal block of the Hamiltonian gives information about the
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on-site energies of the leads. To simulate semi-infinite leads, the lead

diagonal block of the Hamiltonian is replaced by the diagonal block of a

dimer model of the leads, in which the scattering and buffer regions

have been omitted. The off-diagonal blocks of the dimer model describ-

ing the coupling between two lead units are used to extend the leads.

This extension procedure23,27,31 is repeated until convergence of the

total current through the nanojunction is obtained. In Figure 1, a linker

molecule (marked in yellow) similar to the one shown in Yang et al.11 is

chosen: a pyrene molecule, which is composed of four fused benzene

rings. This linker molecule is placed on different adsorption sites around

the defect position in the following simulations.

2.2 | Transport calculations

The total current flowing through the device is calculated using the

NEGF formalism. This first requires the determination of the transmis-

sion function, which is calculated using the following expression

T Eð Þ¼ Tr Gr Eð ÞΓL Eð ÞGa Eð ÞΓR Eð Þ½ � ð1Þ

where the Green's function is given as

Gr=a zð Þ¼ zSscat�Hscat�ΣL zð Þ�ΣR zð Þð Þ�1 ð2Þ

Here,Hscat and Sscat are Hamiltonian and overlap matrices of the scatter-

ing region, and z = E ± i0+ define respectively the retarded and advanced

Green's function, Gr/a(z). The self-energies ΣL/R(z) describe the effect of the

semi-infinite leads L and R on the scattering region. From the transmission

function, the zero-voltage conductance is obtained from the expression
2e2
h T EFð Þ , where e, h and EF are respectively the elementary charge,

Planck's constant, and the Fermi energy of the system. The spectral

broadening matrices in the transmission function are given by ΓL/R = i

(ΣL/R
r�ΣL/R

a), which account for the level broadening in the scattering

region due to the coupling to the leads. When a bias voltage is applied

between the leads, (�e)Vvoltage = μR� μL, the total current is given by

Ie ¼2
�e
h

ðþ∞

�∞
T Eð Þ fL Eð Þ� fR Eð Þð ÞdE ð3Þ

where the fL/R(E) are the Fermi distribution functions of the left and

right contacts, and the factor 2 accounts for the degenerate spin

channels.

2.3 | Local current density

For the current density calculation, we follow the approach developed

in References 19–21. The non-equilibrium Keldysh Green's function

G<(E) (lesser Green's function) is calculated from the advanced and

retarded Green's function as

G< Eð Þ¼ iGr Eð Þ fL Eð ÞΓLþ fR Eð ÞΓR½ �Ga Eð Þ ð4Þ

In order to obtain a real-space representation of the local current,

the lesser Green's function can be expanded using the atomic orbitals

basis (ψμA=νB
rð Þ) at position r as

G< r,r0,Eð Þ¼
X
A,B

X
μAνB

ψμA
rð ÞG<

μAνB
Eð ÞψνB r0ð Þ ð5Þ

The local current density can be then represented as a spatial

derivative of the Keldysh function

j r,Eð Þ¼ 1
2π

ℏ
m

X
A,B

X
μAνB

ψμA
rð ÞGasrψνB rð Þ ð6Þ

where Gas stands for the antisymmetric elements of the lesser Green's

function, 1
2 G<

μAνB
�G<

νBμA

� �
. As all the matrix elements in Equation (6)

are in real grid space representation and selected grids in such large

nanostructures are dense, high computational demand on matrix ele-

ments storage and the evaluation process of the current density is

required.

F IGURE 1 Representation of a transport model with two defects and a pyrene molecule placed on top of the leftmost defect. The carbon
atoms of the zigzag graphene nanoribbon (ZGNR) nanojunction are drawn in black and hydrogen atoms in white. A pyrene linker adsorbed on the
ZGNR is marked in yellow. The nanojunction is partitioned into three parts: The central scattering region (pink) and two lead parts (L/R, in purple).
The outer hydrogen atoms and first slices of edge carbon atoms, which are not included in the color boxes, are neglected in the construction of
the complete system Hamiltonian. The leads part of the transport Hamiltonians shown in the purple boxes are repeated to mimic semi-infinite
leads
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In order to improve the computational efficiency, two numerical

techniques are introduced to evaluate Equation (6): a real space filter

using the compressed row storage (CRS) format,33 and a spectral filter

based on single value decomposition (SVD). In the standard CRS for-

mat, only elements different from zero are stored in three arrays,

which respectively contain the values and the associated row and col-

umn indices. Here, we apply the CRS on the atomic orbitals basis

ψμA
rð Þ matrix and the derivatives thereof, in a such way that only

values larger than the chosen threshold are stored. Since the atomic

orbitals and their derivatives are strongly localized around atoms, their

real-space contribution vanishes rapidly for atoms that are far apart in

the nanostructure. For the present application, the Natoms = 312

atoms of the scattering and buffer regions are represented using

Nao = 3560 atomic orbitals projected on a real-space Cartesian grid of

dimension {Nx = 151, Ny = 32, Nz = 14} (total grid size

Ngrid = 67
0
648). Choosing a threshold of 1% of the maximum value

amounts to a reduction of the atomic orbital basis matrix from

Natoms�Ngrid = 24008260880–9390638 elements, and similar savings

for the derivative matrices (7660205, 7620162, and 7970111 for the

derivative w.r.t. {x, y, z}). This reduces the disc usage from 7.7 to 0.01

Gbyte.

A spectral filter using the SVD technique is then applied to the

matrix Gas containing the antisymmetric elements of the lesser

Green's function, which takes the form:

Gas ¼UΣVT ð7Þ

where Σ = diag(σ1, σ2, � � �) is the diagonal matrix of singular values,

and {U, V} are matrices containing the associated singular vectors. By

selecting only the Nred prominent values of Σ, one can potentially

reduce all computational operation steps without substandard resolu-

tion. The underlying assumption is that the spectral information of Gas

is contained in the reduced number Nred of important singular vectors.

Substituting Gas with the reduced diagonal matrix of singular value

Σred and {Ured, Vred} in Equation (6), the local current density takes

the form

j r,Eð Þ¼ 1
2π

ℏ
m
ΨT rð ÞUredΣredVred

TrΨ rð Þ

¼ 1
2π

ℏ
m
ΦT rð ÞΣred rΦð Þ rð Þ

ð8Þ

where the matrices Φ(r) and (rΦ)(r) are obtained by linear transfor-

mations using the rectangular matrices of the singular vectors, that is,

Φ rð Þ¼Ured
TΨ rð Þ ; rΦð Þ rð Þ¼Vred

TrΨ rð Þ ð9Þ

Matrix Gas has originally a size of Nao � Nao. By taking only the

largest Nred values, matrix Ured has the size of Nao � Nred, Σred is a

diagonal matrix with the size of Nred � Nred, and matrix VT
red has size

of Nred�Nao. In total, the Nao multiplication steps in Equation (6) are

reduced to Nred steps in Equation (8). For the specific system below,

where Nao = 3560 and Nred = 50, this represents two orders of mag-

nitude in computational savings. A benchmark calculation without

CRS and SVD filtering is shown in the Figure S1 for resolution

assessment.

The total local current is obtained by integration of the local cur-

rent density over the energy window, which is defined by the applied

bias voltage

J rð Þ¼2
ð
j r,Eð ÞdE ð10Þ

where the factor 2 accounts for degenerate spin channels in the case

of spin-restricted systems.

2.4 | Computational set-up

To determine the parameters to be used for the Hamiltonian matrices

elements in Figure 1, DFT calculations are performed using the

GPAW34,35 package. The structure optimization of the whole linker-

nanojunction systems employ the libxc36,37 implementation of the

opt-PBE-vdW functional,38,39 which provides an efficient treatment

of the non-local van der Waals (vdW) interaction in the considered

systems. The wave functions are represented using a numerical dou-

ble ζ polarized (dzp) basis set.40 During the structure optimization,

atomic positions are varied until the remaining forces are less than

0.02 eV/Å. The density matrix is integrated using a Fermi–Dirac distri-

bution with kBT value of 0.01 eV, which is essential to obtain con-

verged DFT results. The wave functions are represented with a grid

spacing of 0.18 Å. The electronic transport calculations are done via

the atomic simulation environment implementation of the NEGF for-

malism.41–45 All atomic orbitals and their derivatives are projected on

a grid using ORBKIT.46–48 For the semi-infinite leads the computa-

tional cell is sampled using 20 Monkhorst-Pack K-points along the

periodic direction.

3 | RESULTS

3.1 | Energetics at different adsorption sites

In order to find the preferable site for the linker absorption on the

nanojunction surface, we perform an energetic analysis of the pyrene

molecule placed at four special points along x-axis around the first

defect. Due to the mirror symmetry of selected nanojunction, the

first and the second defect share same geometric character. There-

fore, positions around the leftmost defect are sufficient to represent

the rightmost one. The orientation of the pyrene molecule in refer-

ence to the nanojunction is selected as shown in Figure 2, where the

center of the linker molecule and the defect are aligned with each

other. Test calculations for the linker molecule rotation at the Bridge

position reveals marginal energy difference among different confor-

mations. It shows a small energetic barrier with highest value of

0.03 eV (Figure S2). This indicates that the linker molecule can

undergo a relatively free rotation parallel to the nanojunction plane.
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During this set of structural optimizations, the z-axis of both

nanojunction and the linker molecule are not constrained, which

allows to find the most stable equilibrium distance in each case.

The absorption energies shown in Figure 2 are determined by

subtracting the total energies of the absorption system from the sum

over free standing nanojunction and the pyrene molecules (all results

reported in eV). The site at the interface between the buffer region

and the leftmost defect (Buffer-Top) is found at an adsorption energy

of �1.58 eV. Adsorption on top of the defect (Top) is found to have

the lowest absorption energy, with the value of �1.60 eV. When the

linker molecule is placed at the right and edge of the leftmost defect

(Top-Bridge), the absorption energy rises up to �1.38 eV, whereas

the energy lowers to �1.55 eV when the linker is on top of the pris-

tine ZGNRs region between the two defects (Bridge). From these

values, the Top position appears as the energetically more favorable

absorption site among the examined points. The Bridge position is a

local minimum, which is connected to the Top position by a 0.25 eV

translational energy barrier (see the Top-Bridge position). Conse-

quently, only these two structures at local minima are chosen to per-

form further investigations, where the distance between the linker

and the nanojunction is varied.

3.2 | Effect of linker-defective ZGNRs distance on
device energetics and structure

In what follows, we investigate different conformations of the sys-

tems, which are formed through varying the distance between the

linker fragment and the defective ZGNR surface. In the experiment,

the total conductance of those biosensor materials is measured upon

the attachment of a protein to the linker. This protein binding will lead

to a change in height of the linker with respect to the ZGNR basal

plane. To mimic the experimental situation where the finite central

part is connected to two fixed electrodes, the linker is manually

brought closer to nanojunction plane along the z-axis. In this set of

structural optimizations, the leads part in the nanojunction are fully

constrained and the initial z-axis position of the linker molecule in

reference to the nanojunction plane is constrained. Under these con-

ditions, only the scattering region of the nanojunction has full free-

dom of motion during the optimization.

At the Top position, five different initial distances including the

equilibrium (Zeq) are investigated. In Figure 3, the absorption energies

(in eV) of each considered systems are shown, together with their

structure in side view. The equilibrium distance between the linker

fragment at the Top position and defective ZGNRs surface is

Zeq = 3.2 Å, which confirms the expected dispersive character to the

interaction. When the linker absorption on defective ZGNRs is fixed

at 1.0 or 0.5 Å above Zeq, the defective ZGNR surface plane remains

flat and no geometrical influence of the linker molecule on the

nanojunction is observed. The absorption energy, however, decreases

by more than 0.4 eV from Zeq + 1.0 to Zeq + 0.5 position. At Zeq, the

defective ZGNR surface remains flat and the linker absorption energy

is found to be lowest. When moving the linker molecule 0.5 Å closer

to the nanojunction, the defective ZGNRs surface becomes distorted.

In particular, the carbon atoms around the defects move away from

the linker and induce a large buckling in the nanojunction, as illus-

trated in the left panel in Figure 3. The absorption energy increases

slightly in comparison to the Zeq position. This destabilizing effect is

enhanced when the linker molecule is moved increasingly closer (see

Zeq � 1.0). The carbon atoms around the defect in the nanojunction

sheet move further away from their original equilibrium z-axis posi-

tions. The largest change is found at edge hydrogen and carbon atoms

of the defect. They are �1.0 Å lower than their original z-positions. In

the two lowest adsorption positions, the distance between the linker

molecule and the defect edge carbon atoms remain 3.2 Å. From the

energetic perspective, the linker remains relatively stable, with an

absorption energy of �1.4 eV for the lowest position at Zeq � 1.0,

which represents only an increase of 0.2 eV relative to the Zeq

position.

A similar energetic scan is performed for the systems with the

linker molecule at the Bridge position. Five different initial distances

between the linker molecule with respect to the nanojunction plane

are selected. In this particular case, as the linker has a stronger geo-

metric influence on the defective ZGNRs surface at larger distances,

F IGURE 2 Absorption energies of the
system with linker molecule placed at
four different special positions: Buffer-
top, top, top-bridge and bridge. On top of
the defect is noted as top position and
pristine zigzag graphene nanoribbons
(ZGNRs) region between the defects is
noted as bridge position. The carbon
atoms and the hydrogen atoms in the

nanosheet are drawn in black and white,
respectively. The linker molecule is
marked in yellow. Both top and side
views of the finite scattering region of the
absorption systems are illustrated. The
top view of the pyrene molecule is
illustrated in the upper left
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the highest position is set to Zeq + 1.5 instead of Zeq � 0.5. At the Bridge

position, the equilibrium distance between the linker molecule and the

defective ZGNRs surface is found at Zeq = 3.4 Å. This value again sug-

gests a dispersive interaction between the two fragments, and it is 0.2 Å

larger than the one obtained in the Zeq system with the linker molecule

placed at the Top position. Let us start with the furthest distance at

Zeq + 1.5. The defective ZGNRs surface shows no significant buckling in

the presence of the linker molecule, and the carbon atoms below the

linker are only slightly pushed downwards. A relatively weak adsorption

energy at �0.38 eV is found. When the linker molecule is moved closer

to the nanojunction surface (see Zeq + 1.0), the carbon atoms from the

defective ZGNRs surface, which are just beneath the linker molecule,

moves out of the planar nanojunction plane and toward the linker. This

effect results in a strong geometric distortion. The distance between the

linker molecule and the defective ZGNRs now reaches the same value as

in the equilibrium, 3.4 Å. A similar effect, albeit with much less intensity,

is observed at the Zeq + 0.5 position. Over a span of 1 Å, the system is

stabilized by �0.2 eV from Zeq + 1.0 to Zeq + 0.5, and by another 0.2 eV

from Zeq + 0.5 to the equilibrium position at Zeq = 3.4 Å. When the linker

molecule is placed closer to the nanojunction, the carbon atoms beneath

the linker molecule in the defective ZGNRs surface moves away from the

linker molecule. This adjustment allows the system to retain its equilib-

rium distance. The adsorption energy increases slightly relative to the Zeq

system. From an energetic perspective, the absorption energies vary less

with each 0.5 Å step, in comparison to the Top position.

3.3 | Total current-bias voltage dependence

Combining the NEGF approach and the Landauer equation

(Equation 3), the total current-bias voltage dependence for systems

with different conformations are evaluated. The associated

F IGURE 3 Absorption energies of the system with linker molecule placed at the top position with five different initial distances relative to
the nanojunction: Zeq + 1.0, Zeq + 0.5, Zeq, Zeq � 0.5 and Zeq � 1.0. The notation refers to the initial distance between the linker molecule and
the nanojunction before structure optimization. The side views of the relaxed scattering region are illustrated in the right panels

F IGURE 4 Absorption energies of the system with linker molecule placed at the bridge position with five different initial distances relative to
the nanojunction: Zeq + 1.5, Zeq + 1.0, Zeq + 0.5, Zeq and Zeq � 0.5. The notation refers to the initial distance between the linker molecule and
the nanojunction before structure optimization. The side views of the relaxed scattering region are illustrated in the right panels
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transmission functions can be found in the Figure S3. The chosen

structures are illustrated in Figure 3 and in Figure 4, where both

absorption positions of the linker and the distance between the linker

molecule and the defective ZGNRs are varied. The presence of the

linker has a crucial influence on the transport properties of the defec-

tive ZGNRs. The IV-curve of the system without linker molecule

(No Linker) is plotted in Figure 5 to serve as a reference line. The bias

voltage is applied from the left to the right along the x-axis of the con-

sidered systems and all IV-curves are obtained with a 0.1 V step.

All considered conformations in Figure 5 show a gradual increase

in the current as a function of applied bias voltage. The slope changes

in the IV-curves correspond to new channel opening in the associated

transmission functions. Comparing the two adsorption site in Figure 5,

the conformation in the left panel have generally a higher conduc-

tance than the systems in the right panel. This shows that the Top

absorption site of the linker on the nanojunction has a stronger

enhancement effect for the conductance in comparison to the Bridge

absorption site.

The impact of the linker molecule on the total conductance is not

found until the bias voltage reaches 0.3 V. Between 0.3 and 0.5 V,

quantitative differences in the conductance start to occur. At the Top

position under 0.5 V bias voltage, the Zeq system carries almost dou-

ble the amount of total current than in the system without linker. By

shortening the distance between the linker molecule and the defec-

tive ZGNRs, a slight increase of the total current is observed under

both 0.5 and 1.0 V bias voltages. On the contrary, by increasing the

distance between of the two, a decrease of the total current in rela-

tion to the Zeq is favored. Comparing the conformations at ±0.5 Å

around Zeq, it is notable that an increase in the distance has a stronger

impact on the total conductivity than a decrease in the linker-to-

surface distance. Comparison between the conformation at Zeq + 1.0

and the system without linker emphasizes the impact of the presence

of the linker fragment: Placing the linker 1.0 Å above the equilibrium

position is sufficient to increase the conductance. The origin of this

increase will be explained in the next section.

At the Bridge position, a significant rise of the total current is

observed as well when the linker molecule is present in the system.

Under 1 V bias voltage, the total current of all considered conforma-

tions reach the value of about 20 μA, whereas the system without

linker reaches �18 μA. Importantly, by modifying the distance

between the linker molecule and the defective ZGNR plane, the total

current does not significantly change under the bias voltages investi-

gated here. This observation gives the indication that no drastic quan-

titative change of the current can be made through varying linker-

nanojunction distance at the Bridge absorption site. On the contrary,

a more significant current modulation is observed for the variations at

the Top position, which is also the energetically more stable

conformation.

3.4 | Local current density analysis

With the aim of investigating local current properties in the

nanojunction, the procedure introduced by Walz et al.21 combined

with two novel numerical improvements described in the Section 2 is

applied to selected systems of interest. Various bias voltages are

applied for all considered conformations, which are formed by placing

the linker molecule either at the Top position or at the Bridge position

at various initial distances from the defective ZGNR. All local current

densities are represented on a real space grid as described in the Sec-

tion 2.4. Three different values of bias voltage are selected: 0, 0.5 and

1 V. Note that only the results under 1 V bias voltage are shown here

and the local current density maps under 0 and 0.5 V bias voltage are

presented in the Figures S8 and S9 for completeness. The side view

(xz-plane) and the top view (xy-plane) of the local current density

maps are integrated along the y-axis and the z-axis, respectively.

F IGURE 5 Total current I (μA) in dependence of the applied bias voltage V (V) with 0.1 V step. The left panel shows the systems with linker
placed on the top position, whereas the right panel shows the systems with linker placed on the bridge position. For the top position, Zeq + 1.0,
Zeq + 0.5, Zeq, Zeq � 0.5 and Zeq � 1.0 systems are considered and for the bridge position, Zeq + 1.5, Zeq + 1.0, Zeq + 0.5, Zeq and Zeq � 0.5
systems are considered. No linker system are included in both figures serving as a reference point
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In the system, where no linker molecule is involved, the current

density originates from the charge migration only through the

π-orbitals. It is shown in Figure 6 from the side (top panel) and the top

view (bottom panel). The current flow has a similar appearance as the

one shown in Shao et al.29 for related systems. The electrons flow

symmetrically above and below the nanojunction plane and no current

density is found perpendicular to that plane. There is a large concen-

tration of the current along the defect edges. The dominant paths for

electron transport follow the four central CC lines and they concen-

trate on the two central ones before spreading when arriving at the

defects. As will be shown below, this pattern is found to dominate

transport in all systems and conformations considered.

Figures 7 and 8 show a comparison of the current density at dif-

ferent linker heights for the top and bridge adsorption sites. All top

views of the local current density have similar attributes, thus, only

the current density in the xy-plane for the equilibrium position (at Zeq)

is shown in the lowest panel of the respective figures. As in the sys-

tem without linker, the electrons propagate mainly through four mid-

dle zigzag paths in defective ZGNRs and the edge of the defects while

the ZGNR edge paths are rather unfavorable. Under 0 V bias voltage,

the largest magnitude is found to be �10�38[A/Å], which explains the

vanishingly small conductance for all systems. The local current pat-

terns, shown in the Figure S8, generally flow regularly from the left to

right, with some disturbance between the two defects. This irregular

stream pattern throughout the system could be an artifact which is

below the numerical accuracy and should not be overanalyzed. How-

ever, it is still worth mentioning that Zeq, Zeq � 0.5, Zeq � 1.0 systems

at the Top position and Zeq � 0.5 at the Bridge position already show

marginal amount of electronic current densities between the linker

molecule and the nanojunction surface. This observation demon-

strates potential inductive effect of the linker fragment on the defec-

tive ZGNRs.

When the applied bias voltage is increased, the small residual cur-

rent increases and follows the same paths that are already open at

0 V. Under 1 V, the magnitude rises up to 10�30[A/Å]. This is consis-

tent with the increase in total current, see Figure 5. When the linker

molecule is placed at the Top position, interference of the local cur-

rent density between the nanojunction plane and the linker molecule

occur. At the equilibrium position (see third panel of Figure 7), the

local current density around the leftmost defect shows a marginal

increase compared to the bare defective ZGNR, compare top panel of

Figure 6. Further, a considerable amount of additional electronic flux

can be found in the vicinity of the linker molecule. This would also

explains the higher conductance in the system, as shown in the

Figure 5. Placing the linker molecule further away from its equilibrium

absorption position results in no significant geometric change in the

defective ZGNRs plane. This can be observed in both “Zeq + 0.5” and
“Zeq + 1.0” configurations. Consequently, no drastic change of the

local current density in the nanojunction is observed.

When the linker is brought closer to the nanojunction plane,

stronger influence on the local current pattern around leftmost

defect is found. Especially in the lowest configuration, the

π-electrons from the linker flow into the π-system of the

nanojunction. Two units left of the first defect, a reduction in

the local current density is observed in the upper plane of the

π-system of the defective ZGNR. This is coupled with an increase in

the local current density in lower plane of the π-system. There is

also a fair amount of current density in the π system of the pyrene

molecule. As the presence of the linker molecule leads to a strong

geometric distortion in the defective ZGNRs plane, this has a strong

impact on the electrons flow in the π system: The uniformity of the

local current density is disturbed and the direction of the electron

flux no longer points along the applied bias voltage. Two units right

of the linker position in the nanojunction, the regularity of the elec-

tron transport pattern is restored, and the current density looks as

in the linker-free system. The “Zeq � 0.5” configuration exhibits a

similar behavior but with less intensity, as the geometric distortion

in the nanojunction plane is not very pronounced.

F IGURE 6 Quiver plot of the
electronic current density projected on
the real space with 1 units grid spacing of
the C C bonds on the scattering region
of no linker system. 1 V bias voltage along
the x-axis of the nanojunction plane is
applied. For simplification, the flux
density is integrated along the y axis of
the nanojunction plane for the side view

and the flux density is integrated along
the z axis of the nanojunction plane for
the top view. The intensity of the current
density is illustrated according to the
color bar, where green indicates the high
intensity and blue presents the low
intensity
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At the Bridge position (see Figure 8), the linker molecule also

induces an increase in the local current density in the system. How-

ever, this effect is less intense in comparison to the conformations

with linker on the Top position. For example, when comparing the

“Zeq � 0.5” conformation for both the Top and the Bridge adsorption

sites, a smaller amount of electron flux around the pyrene is observed

in the latter position. This demonstrates less interference from the

linker to the local current densities of the defective ZGNRs. This is

surprising considering the stronger distortion of the ZGNR plane as

compared to the adsorption at the Top position. On the other hand, it

correlates well to the larger linker-ZGNR distance for the Bridge

adsorption. Similar results at both adsorption sites can also be found

in most adsorption positions at “Zeq + 1.0, “Zeq + 0.5” and “Zeq.” In

the higher configuration at “Zeq + 1.5,” the linker and the ZGNR

appear to be decoupled and no extra electron flux is found near the

π-system of the linker.

4 | DISCUSSION

The interaction between the linker molecule and nanojunction is char-

acterized as a dispersive interaction, which originates from π–π

interactions.

At the Top absorption site, due to hexagonal perforations in the

defective ZGNRs, there are less interaction possibilities between

the linker molecule and this surface region itself. It also means that

less repulsion possibly occurs between the two when the linker is

brought closer to the ZGNR. This explains not only the lowest absorp-

tion energy for this adsorption site, but also the smallest equilibrium

distance among examined special points. The presence of the HER2

protein from the experiment is simplified as the distance difference

F IGURE 7 Quiver plot of the electronic current density projected
on a real space grid. The local currents on the scattering region are
reported for five systems, where the linker molecule is placed at the
bridge position with different linker heights with respect to the
defective zigzag graphene nanoribbons (ZGNRs). A 1 V bias voltage
along the x-axis of the nanojunction plane is applied. For

simplification, the current density is integrated along the y-axis of the
nanojunction plane for the side view. The top view for the Zeq
conformation, integrated along the z-axis of the nanojunction plane, is
shown in the bottom panel. The intensity of the current density is
illustrated according to the color bar, where green indicates the high
intensity and blue presents the low intensity

F IGURE 8 Quiver plot of the electronic current density projected
on a real space grid. The local currents on the scattering region are
reported for five systems, where the linker molecule is placed at the
top position with different linker heights with respect to the defective
zigzag graphene nanoribbons (ZGNRs). A 1 V bias voltage along the x-
axis of the nanojunction plane is applied. For simplification, the
current density is integrated along the y-axis of the nanojunction
plane for the side view. The top view for the Zeq conformation,
integrated along the z-axis of the nanojunction plane, is shown in the
bottom panel. The intensity of the current density is illustrated
according to the color bar, where green indicates the high intensity
and blue presents the low intensity
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between the linker molecule and the ZGNR. One common observa-

tion is found in both sets of energetic scans (the Top and the Bridge

position) described in the previous section: the distance between the

linker molecule and the part of the ZGNR just below tends to remain

almost at their respective equilibrium distance, even when the initial

distance before structure relaxation of the two is modified. Recall that

during these structure relaxation runs, the z-position of the linker and

of the leads is kept frozen. As a result, the defective ZGNR region

beneath the linker molecule experiences detrimental geometrical

changes. This can be viewed as a balance between the attraction and

the repulsion forces in the system.

The integrated total current-bias voltage dependence shows a

clear effect of the linker molecule on the conductance. The projected

densities of states (PDOS) on the scattering region is frequently used

as a guide or first information on the conduction properties of molec-

ular devices. In the specific cases studied here, this PDOS shows

only marginal difference among all considered conformations (see

Figure S4), which cannot be easily identified. Hence, these differences

provide neither clear qualitative nor quantitative information about its

possible relation to the conductance. The transmission function can

be viewed as the average transmission probability for electrons to

pass through the device along the direction of the applied bias volt-

age. From the obtained transmission functions (shown in the

Figure S3), one can hardly draw clear connections to the change in

the conductance nor its geometric origin. Up to 1 V potential bias,

only the states between ±0.5 V are relevant to explain the transport

properties in our system. In the local energy spectrum (see Figures S5

and S6) of the scattering region for the systems we have considered,

there is small change near Fermi energy with varying Z-axis of the

linker molecule at the Top position, whereas it is not the case for

the Bridge position. The variation in the transport properties likely

comes from these changes in the coupling with the states in the lead

units, where the major contributions are the states near the Fermi

energy. As shown in our earlier work, local current density analysis

allows one to gain deeper insight of the transport mechanism through

the module devices. The local current maps of the considered systems

presented above give a clear view of the induced conductive effect

from the linker molecule to the defective ZGNRs, as well as of its geo-

metric origin. For the results that linker molecule has stronger larger

impact on the conductivity of the defective ZGNRs at its Top position

than at its Bridge position, we give two possible reasons. First, since

the Top absorption site of the linker molecule blue is found at an

equilibrium distance that is 0.2 Å than the Bridge position, stronger

π–electron–electron interaction from the linker to the nanojunction

surface is expected at closer distances. Second, the linker molecule

could be viewed as an extra parallel conductive material which trans-

port some more electrons. In this specific case, the vacancy position is

partially refilled when the linker molecule is placed at the Top posi-

tion, whereas at the Bridge position it is not the case. In the Top posi-

tions, it appears that the change in the height is an important

structural parameter to explain the repletion of the π-system, left

locally depleted by the vacancy. At the Bridge position, the π-system

is already rich in electrons and the structure simply adapts to the

strain imposed by the linker in the Z-range investigated here. This

result supports the experimental observation, where the GALs surface

exhibits higher sensitivity in the conductance with higher protein

binding amount in comparison to the pure graphene surface.

Finally, the IV curve result from the additional calculation (see

Figure S7) when the linker is 8 Å away does converge to the No-linker

system. The linker being close enough to the nanosheet is able to

change the total conductivity of the system, even if from the local cur-

rent density map no electron flux is found near the π-system.

5 | CONCLUSION

In this work, systems containing defective ZGNRs and a pyrene molecule

as linker have been studied to elucidate their potential biosensing mecha-

nism. Using a dispersion adapted functional, a relatively strong phy-

sisorption of the linker molecule on defective ZGNRs is revealed. Due to

the reduced repulsion with the surface, the position on top of the defects

is found to be the favorable absorption site for the linker molecule. The

currents through the device were analyzed in the quasi-static regime

using the NEGF formalism. Simply by placing the linker molecule on top

of the ZGNR appears to be sufficient to increase the total conductance

of the system. This assumption is verified by two sets of total transport

calculations for different conformations, where the linker molecule is

located either on Top of a given defect or at the Bridge position between

defects. Modifying the distance between the linker molecule and the

ZGNR simulates the presence of a heavy protein. At the top position,

modifying the distance between the linker and the defective ZGNRs is

found to allow changing the conductance of the system quantitatively.

These results could offer some glimpse of the electron transport mecha-

nism in graphene-based biosensor materials. Binding heavy bio molecules

potentially changes the distance between the linker molecule and the

defective ZGNR. From a transport perspective, the energetically more

stable Top absorption site appears more sensitive to the small quantita-

tive changes of the conductance when varying the height of the linker

above the ZGNR plane. It is thus likely to be responsible for the bio-

sensing properties observed in experiment.11

To reveal the electron transport mechanism under bias voltage,

two novel numerical techniques were introduced to accelerate the

computation of local current maps using NEGF—a spectral contraction

using the singular value decomposition and spatial filtering via CRS.

These developments largely reduce the computational cost associated

with the local current analysis procedure, thus providing an efficient

tool to gain detailed information about the current patterns through

such devices, especially when the quantitative change in the global

transport properties is small. In the specific case studied here, we

learn that the π-electrons of the linker molecule interact with

π-system of the nanojunction, and that this effect is more pronounced

when the linker adsorbs on top of a defect. The hypothesis is that

there is less repulsion at the linker-ZGNR interface and that the

π-electrons of the linker replenish the ZGNR π-system in the defect

region. Local current analysis suggests that the π–π interaction is

responsible for the changes of the conductance in the system and linker
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polarization could have an important quantitative effect on the mea-

sured current through such devices. Chemical binding to certain biomol-

ecules might lead to a change in the polarization of the linker molecule.

This would consequently impact the π-π interaction between the linker

molecule and the graphene material surface, which is another important

factor potentially responsible for the biosensing properties.
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